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We study the matter bispectrum of large-scale structure by comparing the predictions of different
perturbative and phenomenological models with the full three-dimensional bispectrum from N -body
simulations estimated using modal methods. We show that among the perturbative approaches,
effective field theory succeeds in extending the range of validity furthest on intermediate scales, at
the cost of free additional parameters. By studying the halo model, we show that although it is
satisfactory in the deeply non-linear regime, it predicts a deficit of power on intermediate scales,
worsening at redshifts z > 0. By comparison with the N -body bispectrum on those scales, we show
that there is a significant squeezed component underestimated in the halo model. On the basis of
these results, we propose a new “three-shape” model, based on the tree-level, squeezed and constant
bispectrum shapes we identified in the halo model; after calibration this fits the simulations on all
scales and redshifts of interest. We extend this model further to primordial non-Gaussianity of the
local and equilateral types by showing that the same shapes can be used to describe the additional
non-Gaussian component in the matter bispectrum. This method provides a Halofit-like prototype
of the bispectrum that could be used to describe and test parameter dependencies and should be
relevant for the bispectrum of weak gravitational lensing and wider applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
To date, power spectrum estimation has been the pri-
mary route through which to infer cosmological infor-
mation from surveys of large-scale structure (LSS) and
the cosmic microwave sky. However, the matter and
galaxy bispectra (the Fourier transforms of the three-
point correlators) will play an increasingly important role
in the science exploitation of new data surveys. Higher-
order correlators offer complementary information that
breaks cosmological parameter degeneracies and probes
primordial non-Gaussianity, as well as being a key di-
agnostic tool for nonlinear density distributions. Re-
cently, in Ref. [1] we have undertaken a comprehensive
survey of perturbative and non-perturbative theoretical
approaches to the matter bispectrum, presenting direct
three-dimensional comparisons with the complete bispec-
trum obtained from N -body simulations [2]. Despite
the apparent complexity of three-point correlator calcu-
lations, this work indicates that the bispectrum analy-
sis is tractable for large-scale structure both empirically
and theoretically; on the one hand, optimal and efficient
modal methods can be used for bispectrum estimation,
and on the other, we demonstrate that significant math-
ematical simplifications are available to characterise the
nonlinear gravitational bispectrum. We extend our pre-
vious work [1] to include the effects of primordial non-
Gaussianity of the local and equilateral types, showing
that the same simple structure is present in both Gaus-
sian and non-Gaussian bispectra. Already for the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB), the bispectrum has
become an important quantitative tool, most notably
from the Planck satellite [3], and observational results
are starting to emerge for the galaxy bispectrum, such as
a recent BOSS analysis [4]. A detailed analysis and un-
derstanding of the matter bispectrum represents an im-
portant step forward towards a quantitative modelling of
the galaxy bispectrum. Together with an improved for-
malism for the galaxy bias, this would provide a new way
to disentangle degeneracies between cosmological param-
eters and to obtain more stringent constraints on primor-
dial non-Gaussianity than those provided by the CMB.
Moreover, even without the additional inclusion of galaxy
bias, an accurate model of the matter bispectrum would
be useful to describe the bispectrum of weak gravitational
lensing.
II. BISPECTRUM DEFINITIONS
The statistical analysis of random fields, such as the
matter density perturbation δ ≡ (ρ− ρ¯) /ρ¯, where ρ is
the matter density with mean ρ¯, involves measuring its
N -point correlation functions in real space or the equiv-
alent polyspectra in Fourier space. We consider here the
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2power spectrum and bispectrum,
〈δ(k1)δ(k2)〉 = (2pi)3δD(k1 + k2)P (k) (1)
〈δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k3)〉 = (2pi)3δD(k1 + k2 + k3)B(k1, k2, k3) ,
where δD is the Dirac delta function and ki are wavevec-
tors with wavenumbers ki = |ki|. For homogeneous
and isotropic primordial perturbation models, to which
we restrict ourselves, the bispectrum only depends on
k1, k2, k3. While the power spectrum is a function only of
k, the bispectrum is a three-dimensional function defined
on a tetrahedral region for which k1, k2, k3 satisfy the tri-
angle condition in Eq. (1); the gravitational bispectrum
obtained from N -body simulations is plotted in Fig. 1
to illustrate this domain. In an observational context,
for comparing observations with theoretical models, it is
useful to use an estimator that sums over all the relevant
multipoles using an optimal signal-to-noise (SN) weight-
ing. This leads naturally to defining a SN weighted scalar
product between two bispectra Bi and Bj [5]:
〈Bi, Bj〉 ≡ V
pi
∫
VB
dVk
k1k2k3Bi(k1, k2, k3)Bj(k1, k2, k3)
P (k1)P (k2)P (k3)
,
(2)
where the integration domain VB is the tetrahedral region
shown in Fig. 1. Using the scalar product of Eq. (2), we
can define a shape correlator S and a relative amplitude
correlator A, respectively, as
S (Bi, Bj) ≡ 〈Bi, Bj〉/
√
〈Bi, Bi〉〈Bj , Bj〉 ,
A (Bi, Bj) ≡
√
〈Bi, Bi〉/〈Bj , Bj〉 . (3)
Both the amplitude and shape correlators can also be
defined as binned or sliced quantities, by restricting the
integration domain to narrow triangular slices at some
K ≡ k1 + k2 + k3 – that is, on slices orthogonal to the
tetrahedron diagonal k1 = k2 = k3 (see Fig. 1). The
two correlators defined above quantify the error between
the theoretical models and the simulations. The relative
magnitude of the difference between bispectrum Bi and
Bj , representing the error of the theoretical modelling,
can be expressed as
〈Bi −Bj , Bi −Bj〉
〈Bj , Bj〉 = 1 +
(A2 − 2AS) (Bi, Bj) . (4)
As we shall see later in this paper, we can obtain an ac-
curate global description of the non-linear gravitational
bispectrum from a sum of three simple bispectrum shapes
Si(k1, k2, k3), all motivated by comparison with the halo
model, provided that we have the flexibility to calibrate
an overall scale-dependent amplitude f(K). The con-
stant shape is simply given by
Sconst(k1, k2, k3) = 1 (Mpc/h)
6. (5)
Squeezed
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FIG. 1. The SN-weighted matter bispectrum from Gaussian
N -body simulations at z= 0, showing half the tetrahedral re-
gion on which it is defined (the front half of the bispectrum has
been excised to show the interior signal). The squeezed signal
is located on the edges of the tetrapyd, the flattened signal on
the faces, and the equilateral signal along k1 = k2 = k3; this
diagonal line is orthogonal to the K ≡ k1 + k2 + k3 = const.
slicing.
Physically, this corresponds to the late-time matter col-
lapse in three dimensions on nonlinear scales. Comparing
to the halo model, it is represented by the one-halo term.
The second shape is “squeezed” and can be expressed
in terms of the linear power spectrum P0(k) as
Ssqueez (k1, k2, k3) =
1
3 [P0(k1)P0(k2) + P0(k2)P0(k3) + P0(k3)P0(k1)] . (6)
In the halo model, this shape corresponds to the two-
halo term. It is, however, older than the constant shape,
being generated by the collapse of filamentary structures
in two dimensions.
The third shape is the leading-order bispectrum of
LSS:
Stree(k1, k2, k3) = 2P0(k1)P0(k2)F
(s)
2 (k1,k2)+ (7)
2P0(k2)P0(k3)F
(s)
2 (k2,k3) + 2P0(k3)P0(k1)F
(s)
2 (k3,k1) ,
where the standard gravitational kernel F
(s)
2 is discussed
in Ref. [1]. This shape is the well-known tree-level bis-
pectrum of Eulerian perturbation theory. It provides a
very good approximation to the three-halo term. The
actual bispectrum is more closely approximated by the
tree-level shape [Eq. (7)] if we replace P with the nonlin-
ear Halofit [6, 7] PNL power spectrum [8]; we denote
3the improved shape by StreeNL. Putting this all together,
we obtain the “three-shape” model [1]:
B3-shape(k1, k2, k3) = f1h(K)S
const(k1, k2, k3) (8)
+ f2h(K)S
squeez(k1, k2, k3) + f3h(K)S
treeNL(k1, k2, k3) .
III. PRIMORDIAL NON-GAUSSIANITY
The density perturbations δ can be expressed in terms
of the primordial potential Φ using the Poisson equation:
δ(k, z) =
2
3
k2T (k)D(z)
ΩmH20
Φ(k) ≡M(k, z)Φ(k) , (9)
where T (k) is the linear transfer function and D(z) is the
growth rate. Then the linear power spectrum and initial
bispectrum can be expressed as
P0(k) = M
2(k)PΦ(k) , (10)
B0(k1, k2, k3) = M(k1)M(k2)M(k3)BΦ(k1, k2, k3) ,
(11)
where PΦ and BΦ are the primordial potential power
spectrum and bispectrum respectively. For local and
equilateral types of primordial non-Gaussianity, BΦ takes
the following forms:
Blocalφ (k1, k2, k3) = 2f
local
NL [Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2) + 2 perms]
(12)
Beqφ (k1, k2, k3) = 6f
eq
NL {−[Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2) + 2 perms]
− 2[Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2)Pφ(k3)]2/3
+ [P
1/3
φ (k1)P
2/3
φ (k2)Pφ(k3) + 5 perms] } . (13)
IV. PERTURBATION THEORY
Perturbative approaches expand the density contrast
δ in a series of perturbations δ(n), which are valid while
|δ|  1 [9]; this is true at early times and on large
scales. In Eulerian standard perturbation theory (SPT),
expansions in terms of powers of the variable δ are con-
sidered. The leading-order tree-level bispectrum labelled
B211 is given by Eq. (7) [10]. For the one-loop correc-
tion in SPT, four additional terms are added to this, la-
belled B222, B
(I)
321, B
(II)
321 and B411 [9]. These terms only
succeed in extending the range of validity of the tree-
level [Eq. (7)] by a small amount and yield an excess of
power on quasi-nonlinear scales (essentially because loop
integrals require integration of momenta over an infinite
range where the assumption that |δ|  1 is no longer
valid).
The observation that even when the density fluctua-
tions are no longer small the gravitational potential still
remains small, together with this excess, has led to the
development of the effective field theory of LSS (EFT)
[11, 12]. In this theory, there are additional parameters
that quantify the effects of non-perturbative small-scale
physics on large scales through an effective stress-energy
tensor. The power spectrum and bispectrum are mod-
ified at leading order by adding terms to each of them
[13, 14], which include parameters calibrated on simu-
lations. However, the leading EFT bispectrum counter-
term is calibrated using just the power spectrum.
Another method that improves the accuracy of the pre-
diction is renormalised perturbation theory (RPT) [15];
the SPT expansion is reorganised and then resummed.
The calculations simplify significantly with the MPT-
breeze method [16], which expresses the power spec-
trum and the bispectrum directly in terms of the positive-
definite SPT terms, but multiplied by a decaying expo-
nential function. Alternatively, Lagrangian perturbation
theory displaces particles from their Lagrangian initial
positions [17]. By considering the expansion of the mass
density in these displacements and using a suitable re-
summation, the resummed Lagrangian perturbation the-
ory (RLPT) is obtained [18, 19].
In Ref. [1], we survey all the above-mentioned meth-
ods and calculate the bispectrum (even up to some two-
loop terms). By considering the sliced shape correlators
S of each theory bispectrum with the three canonical
shapes [Eqs. (5)-(7)], we show that all the perturbative
approaches can be well approximated by the ‘flattened’
tree-level shape (7) (see Fig. 6 in Ref. [1]).
For primordial non-Gaussianity, we consider the cor-
rections appearing at tree-level and at one loop in the
SPT approach [20].
V. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS
The halo model extends the modelling of dark matter
clustering into the nonlinear regime by assuming that all
dark matter in the Universe has collapsed into haloes
[21, 22]. The halo model power spectrum and bispec-
trum are composed of two and three terms, respectively,
corresponding to pairs or triplets of particles residing in
one, two, or three haloes. The three bispectrum com-
ponents are labelled B1h, B2h and B3h, and they con-
tribute mainly to the fully nonlinear regime, to interme-
diate scales and to the perturbative limit, respectively.
The halo model provides a satisfactory description of
N -body simulations at z= 0 in the fully nonlinear regime,
but it has some well-known shortcomings even at late
times [22, 23]: (a) In the transition between the linear
and non-linear regimes, the accuracy of the model is at
the sub-10% level. (b) On very large scales P1h, B1h and
B2h do not decay to zero, thus leading to an excess of
power with respect to linear theory.(c) The assumption
that all matter in the Universe has collapsed into spher-
ical haloes with negligible sub-structure at all redshifts
4N-body
 z=2
 Halo
 z=2
3-shape
 z=2
FIG. 2. The SN-weighted matter bispectrum at z= 2 in the Gaussian case, fNL = 0: We compare the N -body bispectrum
(left) with the standard halo model (middle) and the “three-shape” model (right). The halo model for z > 0 exhibits a large
deficit (including a missing squeezed component), while the “three-shape” model shows improved agreement with the N -body
results.
leads to growing inaccuracies for z > 0.
The first two problems can be improved by combining
the halo model with perturbation theory [24], which we
call the “halo-PT model”. This cuts off excess power
in the one- and two-halo terms with a prescription that
endeavours to ensure three particles contribute to only
one of the terms. This modifies B1h and B2h, while B3h
is substituted with the perturbative prediction, for which
we use EFT in our implementation [1].
By analysing the bispectrum shapes of the three halo
model components, we find that the one-, two- and three-
halo terms have excellent sliced shape correlations S
[Eq. (3)] with the constant [Eq. (5)], squeezed [Eq. (6)]
and tree-level [Eq. (7)] shapes, respectively, for all red-
shifts considered (see Fig. 7 of Ref. [1]).
The halo model can also be extended for the case of
primordial non-Gaussianity, by a suitable modification
of the halo profile, mass function and bias. The results
presented in this paper are based on the methodology
described in Ref. [25].
VI. SIMULATIONS AND BENCHMARK MODEL
To calculate the matter bispectrum, we analyse den-
sity distributions from three sets of N -body simulations
with Gaussian and non-Gaussian initial conditions de-
scribed in Ref. [2]. For the non-Gaussian simulations, we
use f localNL = 10 and f
eq
NL = 100. We have used three re-
alisations for each of our simulations, both for the Gaus-
sian and for the non-Gaussian simulations. The error
bars represent 1σ deviations from the mean of the real-
isations. The signal-to-noise weighted bispectrum Bˆ is
reconstructed using a separable modal basis Qn [5] as
Bˆ(k1, k2, k3)
√
k1k2k3√
P (k1)P (k2)P (k3)
=
nmax∑
n=0
βQn Qn(k1, k2, k3) , (14)
where about 100 βQn coefficients were required for
good convergence. The three simulations cover
the k-ranges [0.0039, 0.5]h/Mpc, [0.016, 2.0]h/Mpc and
[0.062, 8.0]h/Mpc, respectively, and are combined with a
smoothing function, explained in Ref. [1]. Plots of the
full 3D SN-weighted bispectrum obtained at z = 0, 2 in
Figs. 1 and 2 (left) show qualitatively how shape changes
with scale and redshift. The non-Gaussian correction is
small compared to the Gaussian part of the signal, and
hence it is not viable to calibrate the “three-shape” model
directly. Instead, we choose to consider only the non-
Gaussian part of the signal ∆BNG ≡ B(fNL)−B(fNL =
0), and to determine a “three-shape” model for it. We
choose the same shapes as for the Gaussian model for the
constant (5) and squeezed shapes (6), but the tree-level
shape (7) is replaced by B0, denoted S
tree,NG in analogy
with the Gaussian result. Therefore, the “three-shape”
model for primordial non-Gaussianity becomes
∆B3-shape(k1, k2, k3) = c1hf1h(K)S
const(k1, k2, k3)
(15)
+ c2hf2h(K)S
squeez(k1, k2, k3) + S
treeNL,NG(k1, k2, k3) ,
where the non-Gaussian tree-level bispectrum has been
boosted with theHalofit power spectrum, the functions
f1h and f2h are the fits for the Gaussian simulations, and
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FIG. 3. Sliced shape correlations between the Gaussian and
non-Gaussian corrections to N -body bispectra and the three
canonical shapes [Eqs. (5)-(7)] at z = 1. A linear combina-
tion offers good shape correlations at all k for the Gaussian
(top), local (middle) and equilateral (bottom) non-Gaussian
corrections.
only two coefficients c1h and c2h require fitting to the
simulated data.
A quantitative analysis of the N -body bispectrum
for the Gaussian case using the sliced shape correlator
[Eq. (3)] is summarised in the top panel of Fig. 3. The
flattened tree-level shape [Eq. (7)] is an excellent approx-
imation at low wavenumbers k, while the constant shape
[Eq. (5)] dominates for high k on nonlinear scales. On
intermediate scales, an additional squeezed component
[Eq. (6)] prevails. In combination, these results confirm
the proposed “three-shape” model [Eq. (8)], which we
describe in more detail in Ref. [1], together with the nu-
merical values of the parameters used to calibrate simple
forms of f1h(K), f2h(K) and f3h(K).
On large scales, the “three-shape” model is based on
the non-linear tree-level bispectrum (or any perturbative
approach, e.g. EFT), but this leads to an excessive am-
plitude on intermediate scales. To alleviate this problem
requires a prescription to prevent double-counting in f3h,
so we introduce an exponential cut-off which adds one
free parameter. On small scales, the one-halo bispectrum
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FIG. 4. Shape (upper) and amplitude (lower) correlators be-
tween the measured Gaussian N -body matter bispectrum and
the “three-shape” model at four redshifts. The correlators are
defined with Eq. (2) integrated up to the wavenumber kmax.
term provides an adequate description, so we use a simple
fit f1h to this, accurate at all redshifts and introducing
no extra parameters. In the intermediate regime corre-
sponding to the two-halo term, the standard halo model
shows a power deficit that worsens at higher redshift (see
Fig. 2, middle panel). We find that the two-halo deficit
can be reduced by boosting this term by approximately
D(z)−1.7, where D(z) is the linear growth factor nor-
malised to unity today. However, this is not entirely sat-
isfactory, because it increases the excess on small scales
as k → 0. To improve the accuracy of this term, we
model f2h with a simple function, scaling as f2h ∝ K3
for K → 0. We fix the functional form and introduce
two free parameters calibrated to simulations. We show
in Fig. 4 that the “three-shape” model thus obtained fits
the Gaussian simulations well for all wavenumbers k and
redshifts z considered (shape correlation S > 98% and
relative amplitude A ' 1 within 10%).
For primordial non-Gaussianity, a very similar shape
description remains valid, the only significant difference
being that for ∆BNG, one needs to replace the tree-level
shape with a Halofit-enhanced tree-level non-Gaussian
correction [Eq. (15)]. In Fig. 5, we show the fit for
∆BlocalNG (fNL = 10). The systematic offset appearing at
kmax ≈ 0.3h/Mpc at higher redshifts is due to the less
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FIG. 5. Shape (upper) and amplitude (lower) correlators be-
tween the difference of the measured N -body matter bispec-
trum for f localNL = 10 and the Gaussian simulations and the
“three-shape” model [Eq. (15)] at four redshifts. The correla-
tors are defined with Eq. (2) integrated up to the wavenumber
kmax.
than perfect choice of functional form of f2h at these
redshifts. A similar result is obtained for the equilateral
simulation.
VII. TESTING THEORETICAL APPROACHES
We next use the calibrated “three-shape” model
[Eq. (8)] as a reference benchmark against which to test
the accuracy of other perturbative and halo models us-
ing the amplitude A and shape correlators S. We choose
to plot our results in terms of the cumulative version of
the correlators, because we are interested in determining
up to which scales each model can be trusted. As the
bispectrum is smooth, and both the theoretical models
and simulations can be described by simple shape func-
tions on slices of constant k1 + k2 + k3 (Ref. [1]), we are
confident that this method provides an adequate com-
parison between models and simulations. The results
at z= 1 are shown in Fig. 6 for the Gaussian simula-
tions with light and dark grey areas representing, re-
spectively, uncertainties between simulation realisations
and the inaccuracy in B3-shape (see Ref. [1] for further
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FIG. 6. Amplitude correlators at z = 1 between the bench-
mark “three-shape” model and all perturbative approaches
(upper) and halo models (lower). Shape correlators are
higher.
details). For the perturbative theories in Fig. 6 (upper
panel), we see the generic result that SPT produces an
excess on mildly nonlinear scales before starting to de-
cay in the nonlinear regime. This excess is removed in
EFT by adding a counterterm calibrated to simulations,
thus offering reasonable accuracy over an extended k-
range. RPT (MPTbreeze) and RLPT produce accurate
results on very large scales (low k), with the accuracy in-
creasing as the number of loops is increased. (We also
calculated the two-loop bispectrum in the MPTbreeze
formalism for a few slices). Both methods cut off the ex-
cess seen in SPT with physically-motivated exponential
functions, which causes the sharp decay beyond the lin-
ear regime. Of all these methods, we conclude that EFT
succeeds in extending the validity range furthest into the
nonlinear regime. However, the much simpler nonlinear
tree-level approximation (“treeNL”) also provides a use-
ful extrapolation for the bispectrum at higher k. More
quantitatively, we find that at z = 1 SPT is accurate at
the 5% level up to k = 0.14h/Mpc; EFT extends this
to k = 0.36h/Mpc, while MPTbreeze and RLPT are
limited to k = 0.21h/Mpc, k = 0.19h/Mpc respectively,
comparable with the treeNL approach (k = 0.22h/Mpc).
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mark “three-shape” model for ∆BlocalNG (top) and ∆B
eq
NG (bot-
tom) respectively, and the tree level, one loop SPT and
halo model non-Gaussian corrections. Shape correlators are
higher.
Although the standard halo model provides an ade-
quate fit for the bispectrum at z = 0, at higher redshifts
a significant deficit appears on intermediate scales, as
shown at z= 1 in Fig. 6 (lower panel). For z ≥ 2, this
deficit becomes larger than a factor of 2, reflecting the
incorrect underlying growth rate of the two-halo term, a
problem shared by the halo-PT model, which is also plot-
ted. Boosting the two-halo signal at higher redshift can
alleviate the intermediate deficit, but it creates an excess
at low k. The standard halo model clearly requires a
substantially modified two-halo term, combined with an
improved perturbative approximation (such as the non-
linear tree-level or the EFT models), any of which can
be easily incorporated into the “three-shape” model.
We extend these results for the local and equilateral
types of primordial non-Gaussianity using Eq. (15), with
the results plotted in Fig. 7. For both types of primordial
non-Gaussianity considered, we show that we obtain a
similar conclusion as for the Gaussian simulations — the
one-loop SPT exhibits an excess of power before quickly
decaying, while the halo model has a deficit on interme-
diate scales at high redshifts, becoming accurate again
on small scales.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have weighed the relative merits of
a broad range of theoretical bispectrum models through
a quantitative comparison with the full 3D matter bis-
pectrum estimated from N -body simulations. Inspired
by the three canonical shapes we identified in the halo
model, we have developed a simple phenomenological
“three-shape” model which can achieve a good match
to the N -body bispectrum for all redshifts z < 3. We
have shown that this simple model can be easily ex-
tended to model primordial non-Gaussianity by identi-
fying the same shapes in the non-Gaussian part of the
matter bispectrum on the same scales as in the Gaussian
bispectrum. Thus, we have performed a 3D compari-
son between theoretical models and N -body simulations
for primordial non-Gaussianity. In the future, we will
improve the precision of the “three-shape” model by cal-
ibrating it on higher-resolution simulations: this will be
useful to test parameter dependencies and eventually to
provide a Halofit-like bispectrum model, with applica-
tions e.g. to weak gravitational lensing. We will extend
this modelling to the bispectrum of biased tracers, as well
as further types of primordial non-Gaussianity.
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